The Classic MPPT Charge Controller will soon stand the renewable energy industry on its ear. The Classic will substantially increase the flexibility, features and range currently found on MPPT controllers. The Classic is the only MPPT controller that has Arc Fault Detection, making this controller the safest controller available. With the Classic 150 ranging up to 96 amps, the Classic 200, 79 amps and the Classic 250, 63 amps, why would you need any other controller.

MidNite has doubled its factory floor space for production of the Classic, which means the Classic will be the only real “Made in America” charge controller.

- 150, 200 and 250V operating voltages.
- 12-72V battery charging standard with models up to 120V battery bank
- **Built in DC-GFP and Arc Fault Detector**
- Solar, wind and hydro MPPT modes
- Set up Wizard with voice help screens coming soon.
- Wizard walks you through:
  - Battery hook up
  - PV array sizing and hook up
  - Wind turbine program selection
  - Wire sizing
  - Breaker selection
  - PV combiner selection
  - Sunrise and sunset program set up
  - Voltage drop calculations
- Ethernet, USB and RS232
- Remote and local displays possible
- 32 megs of data logging